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1.  Tips for Selecting and Caring for Live Rock  

 A.  If you have an opportunity to hand pick live rock you will notice some covered in a 

beautiful pink to purple coraline algae. When selecting live rock for your aquarium, 

choose rocks because of their shape not by the amount of coraline algae present. 

During the curing or cycling process much of the coraline algae will die and fall off the 

rock. As long as calcium, magnesium and alkalinity are at recommended levels, over 

time coraline algae will typically grow and cover the rock. 

 

B.  If your aquarium is wide enough, stack live rock in a sloping fashion so corals 

growing in the upper region do not shade corals below. Incorporate shelves to place 

corals in the rock work with open areas for fish to swim through and water to 

circulate. 

 

C.  As your aquarium ages, detritus will settle and build up on live rocks. This waste 

is a source of food for nuisance algae. The easiest way to remove detritus is during 

routine maintenance. Before beginning a partial water change, use a turkey baster to 

draw in the tank water and blast this waste off the rocks. Let the detritus settle on 

your substrate and siphon it out of the aquarium. 

 

2.  Live Rock and Sand Went From Clean to Covered in Brownish Rusty Powdery 

Stuff 

 Usually within a few weeks after your aquarium is set up your once pristine aquarium 

will become covered in a brown to rusty looking coating. These are diatoms and can 

grow on glass, live rock and sand in your aquarium. Diatoms will continue to multiply 

or bloom until all silicates in the water are used up. Once the silicates are gone, the 

diatoms will slowly die off. The sides of the aquarium can be cleaned with an algae 

pad or magnet. There is no need to clean the live rock or sand since diatoms will 

reproduce quickly until the silicates are gone. It is best to let them run their course.   
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 If the levels of ammonia and nitrite in your aquarium are at safe levels you can add 

nassarius, cerith,  astrea, and nerite snails to eat diatoms. It may not be necessary to 

add snails although, once the diatoms have run their course, other types of algae will 

begin to grow and these snails will eat many different types of algae.  

 

3.  Using Municipal or Water from a Well Instead of RO or RO/DI 

 Many reef hobbyists set up their aquariums with water from a sink and the aquarium 

looks great in the beginning. After a while, though, they find themselves struggling to 

get rid of nuisance algae. Unfiltered water can be high in phosphates, nitrates and 

silicates which are all nutrients that feed algae. Theses struggling hobbyists assume 

changing some of the water will lower nutrients, but their source water is loaded with 

algae fertilizer so they will never win.  

  

 The best choice is to start with RO or RO/DI and continue using it for partial water 

changes. RO and RO/DI takes water from a faucet through a special filtering process 

removing most impurities including algae nutrients. Even using filtered water you can 

still get nuisance algae, but using water with less algae nutrients makes algae growth 

much easier to control.  

 Note: When water evaporates from your aquarium it is critical to replenish with 

filtered water. 

 

4.  Inadequate Water Flow and Movement  

 Low or no water flow areas are common problems in reef aquariums. Normally your 

filter will circulate the water in an aquarium, but when you have a reef rock structure 

the flow may be impeded. Inadequate water movement will cause low oxygen levels, 

buildup of detritus and slime algae in certain areas, and waste will not be removed 

from corals, food does not get to corals, and much more.  

 

The addition of several submersible water pumps, powerheads, will increase flow 

throughout an aquarium. Most powerheads can be placed to send water in almost 

any direction, and can even bounce water off the sides of the aquarium to provide 

additional flow. Powerheads can be attached to a controller to alternate the flow; you 
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can make one or several powerheads shut off while others stay on to produce 

currents similar to ocean currents, helping to bring food to corals and wash the waste 

away.  

 

5.  Stocking Your Aquarium Too Quickly 

 One of the most exciting parts about the reef hobby is adding new livestock. Typically 

when live rock is added to a new aquarium you need to wait 1 to 4 weeks for 

ammonia and nitrite levels to return to zero before adding livestock. During this 

process, referred to as the "nitrogen cycle", you can decide which animals to add and 

in which order. Over the next few months add your livestock slowly and in an orderly 

fashion. If you add too many animals at one time there is a chance the "good" 

bacteria and your filter will not be able to process the abundance of waste and the 

water will become toxic. To keep your livestock healthy add them slowly over time 

and you will reduce their stress by ensuring good water quality.  

 

6.  My Fish and Invertebrates Are Always Hungry - So I Add More Food 

 Overfeeding is a common problem with new and old hobbyists. Uneaten food can 

cause ammonia and other levels to rise to toxic conditions. This is obviously not 

healthy for the fish, and stressed fish are prone to diseases. Most aquariums have 

plenty of "good" bacteria and equipment to handle the occasional overfeeding. 

Consistent overfeeding can cause excess algae growth, keeping invertebrates like 

crabs and snails so full that they will not do the work of keeping nuisance algae under 

control. The best way to feed your aquarium is to take a few minutes and watch the 

animals to make sure all your critters get enough to eat without a buildup of uneaten 

food on the bottom.  

 

7.  Keep up Routine Maintenance 

 It is best to do a partial water change on a reef aquarium and test the water quality 

levels every two weeks. Over time, many hobbyists let routine maintenance go a little 

longer between water changes. You can usually get away with this for a while, but 

sooner or later your aquarium will show the neglect. Lack of consistent water 

changes can cause nitrate and phosphate to build up; these are foods for nuisance 
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algae. Before you know it you have a virtual explosion of algae. Elevated nitrate 

levels are toxic to corals. As corals die, they acerbate the problem adding more waste 

to the aquarium water. Low levels of nitrate will not hurt fish, but the organic waste 

given off by dying corals can send ammonia soaring to toxic levels. As you can see, 

keeping up with routine aquarium maintenance and only occasionally missing a week 

is the best bet for success. Always test levels to ensure they are safe even if you do 

not do a partial water change.  

 

8.   Don't Learn the Hard Way - Quarantine Your Wild Caught Fish 

Most saltwater fish are collected from the ocean and endure rough handling and 

shipping. This rough treatment weakens their immune systems, making them 

vulnerable to diseases. Many stores do not have a facility in which to hold fish for 3 to 

4 weeks before they offer them for sale. Customers then buy these stressed fish and 

place them in their reef, hoping that the fish will do well. The challenge is that many 

times a fish appears healthy when first added to an aquarium, but stress combined 

with its weakened immune system can allow diseases like ick or white spot disease 

to break out. Many diseases are contagious and can infect all the fish in an aquarium. 

When a tank is full of live rock and corals it is very difficult to catch a fish, even a sick 

one. To avoid this all too common frustration, quarantine all new fish for 3 to 4 weeks. 

For details and steps to set up a quarantine tank see the book "The New Reef 

Aquarium: Setup, Care and Compatibility". 

 

9.  Patience Required 

Reef keeping is a hobby that takes a lot of patience. You wait to add the initial 

livestock. You are forced to add your livestock slowly over time to keep your water 

quality levels safe. If something does go wrong, like a break out of nuisance algae, 

you have to wait weeks or even months for the crabs, snails and other critters as well 

as chemical media and partial water changes to get it back under control. In the long 

run, and to save a ton of stress, take your time adding livestock and always research 

the livestock you want to add to ensure they are right for your reef aquarium.  


